Abstract
Introduction
Measurement of visual motion is based on interpretation of spatiotemporally sampled image data. In general, the accuracy of motion estimates depends on the texture characteristics of the scene. For local motion estimation, features like corners are most suitable, whereas edges can only provide information about the motion in the direction of the brightness gradient. Feature-based motion analysis involves the use of a sparse set of features for finding inter-frame correspondences, and the selection of good features is an important problem. However, also weaker features can be used provided that the related motion uncertainty can be estimated and passed on to the next stage of computation. As an example, such information can be used in global motion estimation which we are interested in.
We address the problem of estimating motion uncertainties in the case where evaluation of block-based cost functions for a set of displacements provides basic information for analysis. The cost functions to be especially considered are the mean of squared differences (MSD) and the mean of absolute differences (MAD). These measures are typically used in video encoding, and the importance of this application domain gives us motivation for a closer study of them.
The motion vector (MV), which minimizes either of these difference measures is usually used as an estimate of local motion in block matching methods. There is some work on deriving confidence measures for such MVs. In an early work, Anandan [1] estimated dense motion fields in a pyramid framework using squared differences. Directional confidence measures for local motion estimates were computed by analyzing the curvature of the MSD surface in the vicinity of the best match and used in a regularization approach for computing a dense motion field. More recently, Patras et al. [4] proposed a probabilistic framework, where reliability of the MAD-based estimate was determined by analysis of block intensity variation.
In this work, we are interested in obtaining a distributionbased representation for local motion which provides more information for subsequent computations than an MV accompanied with a scalar reliability measure. Such a representation was proposed for gradient-based motion estimation in [5] , where violations of optical flow constraint were modelled using Gaussian distributions. In our case, availability of MSD or MAD evaluations for MV candidates is assumed, and the solution is based on finding good MV candidates. The result is used for deriving the desired representation for the local motion. Spatial gradient measures are considered as a means for analyzing the criterion values.
Gradient-based bounds for criteria
Let us denote the anchor frame and the target frame for motion estimation with functions ¼´¡ µ and ½´¡ µ, respectively. The motion-compensated frame difference (dis- where Ò´Ôµ is a noise term.
Assume now that (2) holds for every pixel in a block , and furthermore, that noises Ò´Ôµ Ô ¾ are independent zero-mean Gaussian noises with variance ¾ . When motion estimation with one-pixel accuracy is performed, and Ú is the quantized value of Ú Ø , that is, Ù Ù Ø ½ ¾ and Ú Ú Ø ½ ¾, the expected value for the MSD is
where
and AE is the number of pixels in .
Maximizing the first term in (3), an upper bound for the expected value can be obtained. For example, we may solve a constrained optimization problem 
As trace È Ô¾ Ö ¼´Ô µ ¾ and det ¼, we have a bound, which is looser than the one given in (5). 
These inequalities give bounds for selecting those motion candidates Ú which may be close to the true motion; that is, it is possible for Ú Ø to be in the unit square centered at Ú (Fig. 1) . They also indicate that an estimate of mean of squared gradient magnitudes (MSG) should be used with MSD and mean of gradient component magnitudes (MAG) with MAD. This provides us with the motivation to study the use of such measures. 
where ´Ú µ is the frame difference measure and ´ µ denotes the used gradient measure, ½ is a weighting parameter based on the bound considerations, and ¾ is a term corresponding to the noise.
Gradient measures
Definitions of gradient measures ´ µ are based on inequalities (7) and (8 Based on the analysis above, it is expected that these measures are appropriate for the selection rule (9). In order to see this, experiments were conducted with simulated motion where sample blocks of anchor and target frames were generated with bilinear interpolation and low-pass filtering using the same underlying high-resolution base images.
Ù Ø and Ú Ø were either in the range ¼ ½ ¾ ("in-range" samples) or ½ ¾ ½ ("out-of-range"). Selected blocks were slightly deformed by random rotation (max. ¦¾ ) and scaling (¦¾ ± ) and independent noise was added to the obtained pixel values (max. change ¦½ (Ñ Ü ¾ )). The block size used was ½ ¢ ½ pixels.
A subset of the samples obtained is shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that the in-range and the out-of-range samples can be discriminated to some extent with a line, and therefore using rule (9) with specified gradient measures is reasonable.
Experiments
The next problem was to investigate experimentally, how the parameters ½ and ¾ of (9) should be chosen with specified measures. There are two opposite goals that must be considered:
1. The motion candidate, which is closest to the true motion, should be excluded from Î Ô with low probability. 2. Other motion candidates should be included to Î Ô with low probability. However, the cost of inclusion depends on texture characteristics, and the closeness of the candidate and the true motion.
Performance with respect to the latter goal is hard to evaluate as the related cost function is difficult to formulate. As a relatively simple way for investigating the trade-off between the goals, a simulation approach was used where thresholding results for the best motion candidate, Ú ×Ø , and an alternative in the neighborhood, Ú ÐØ , were computed for each sample case. The alternative was chosen so that Ú ÐØ Ú Ø ½ ¼, because such a candidate is worse than one having a distance of less than ½ ¼.
In Fig. 3 , the thresholding result is illustrated for both criteria, using two choices of ½ and varying ¾ . Classification errors of Ú ×Ø can be reduced by increasing the parameter values, but this increases the number of inclusions of Ú ÐØ to Î Ô . If we select the misclassification rate as ¾ ± for Ú ×Ø ,´ ½ ¾ µ 1 ¿ ¼µ for MSD/MSG and´¼ ¾ ¾µ for MAD/MAG are good choices with the data used.
The results with these parameter values and real image sequences is illustrated in Fig. 4 . Here, MSD or MAD val- ues are computed for each MV in a certain range, and the resulting surface (motion profile) is thresholded. It can be seen that the results reflect the characteristics of the image regions. Results with both criteria also resemble each other. One problem noted in the experiments was that image blur due to motion can cause blocks in consecutive images to have varying appearances, and none of the motion candidates may then be under the threshold computed using some fixed parameters. Obviously, a thresholding rule should be adaptive to the noise conditions, which is an issue requiring more investigation. One possibility is to take also the minimum criterion value into account.
Local motion estimation
Motion information is typically obtained from features like corners and edges. Related uncertainty can be approximated with a Gaussian distribution. Therefore the local mo- where Á denotes a ¾ ¢ ¾ identity matrix. The latter term in the summation is due to the one-pel accuracy of the motion candidates (
Ê ·½ ¾ ½ ¾ Ü ¾ Ü ½ ½¾).
This kind of analysis is illustrated in Fig. 5 . However, the centroid-based estimate can be misleading, for example, with some periodic textures. An alternative approach is to use the motion, which minimizes the criterion, as an estimate and Ô as the associated confidence measure. Interpolation of the profile in the neighborhood of the minimum can provide an estimate with subpixel accuracy.
Conclusions and future work
We have proposed a thresholding scheme for analyzing MSD or MAD profiles and obtaining estimates of local motion with confidence measures. The method is based on derivation of gradient-based upper bounds for the frame difference measures. Simulations were used to determine the parameters for the thresholding rule, which also gave promising results with real image sequences. In future work, the limitations of the rule need to be addressed. One application of the method is in feature-based global motion estimation.
